
When it comes to income taxes,
most people keep EVERYTHING.
You want to make sure that if

you’re asked to show any documentation,
you’ll have it. Of course, you do not want or
expect to be asked, but you want to be prepared
just in case. The same holds true for JCL. No
one wants a disaster, but especially in light of
the recently passed Sarbanes-Oxley Act, know-
ing that you have a successful disaster recovery
plan in place allows you to focus on immediate
critical business issues without worry.

There are three key areas that address the
successful implementation of a batch opera-
tions disaster recovery plan:

1. Documentation
2. Testing
3. Automation

STEP 1: DOCUMENTATION

An effective disaster recovery plan involves
the coordination of the various departments in
and associated with the data center. The size of
a given organization only affects the amount
of work involved in a disaster recovery exer-
cise, not its effectiveness.

Identify Critical Programs
One of the first steps to recovery at a dis-

aster recovery site is to identify the critical
programs that must be processed immediately
such as payroll, accounting, inventory or man-
ufacturing. This requires that all documenta-
tion be current and reliable. Within each of
these program systems is a complex relation-
ship that involves the multiple use of various
programs and datasets, some of which may be
shared with other critical systems as a given
job or set of jobs. It also may be necessary to
identify various user reports that are produced
to maintain the daily activities associated with
the day-to-day operation of the business.

Below is a sampling of areas that you will
need to identify for the critical pieces of the
systems you will need to recover:

Identification of JOBS, PROCS,
PROGRAMS, DATA SETS,
and SYSOUTs
Creating and maintaining a list of JOBS
in execution order by application
Identification of tape media/device
requirements
Identify special forms requirements
Identify DASD space requirements

Create and store disaster recovery
instructions and narrative

Up-to-Date
Once these programs are identified, it is

important to develop controls that will insure
that critical job documentation is always
maintained in a current fashion and in adher-
ence to defined standards.

STEP 2: TESTING YOUR PLAN

Once the critical systems have been identi-
fied and the required datasets and processing
sequence determined, it is time to perform a
simulation of the disaster recovery exercise at
your site. To do the following steps, use both a
JCL documentation tool and a JCL asset man-
agement tool.

Correcting Errors Found in Testing
First you’ll need to generate the list members

in your library. Next, verify that the jobs are
being processed in the proper sequence and that
all programs and control card libraries are avail-
able and the dataset usage is correct. If any
errors are found based on execution sequence,
determine where they are by following dataset
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usage from one job to the next, observing how
the file(s) are passed between the jobs or sys-
tems in question. When you have identified the
error, modify the list library member to reflect
the correct sequence and execute again. When
there are no more errors found, execution com-
pletes without errors, and the list member(s)
should be archived and/or printed out.

Once these steps are successfully completed,
management can be informed that not only
is there a disaster plan in place, but that it
has been fully tested and verified as to its
accuracy and applicability.

STEP 3: AUTOMATION

Documenting manually is a tedious, slow
and problem-prone venture. And because of
that, it can discourage people from document-
ing at all. Using a JCL documentation tool will
streamline and automate the process. Having a
successful disaster recovery plan in place is
critical to any business. The key to a success-
ful disaster recovery plan is that the documen-
tation you need is up-to-date and very readily
available—automatically. No searching for the
correct binder (assuming it still exists), no
time wasted trying to find someone who
knows about the job or system (assuming they
are at the disaster recovery site or can be con-
tacted), and no worrying about whether the
documentation is up-to-date. Access is based
on names that are familiar to the people in pro-
duction control and operations.

CONCLUSION

Whether you need documentation for the
IRS or in a disaster recovery situation, the
information needs to be accurate, up-to-date,
easily located and easily generated. Having
the right documentation, testing and automation
will help prepare you for any critical situation
that you hope never happens.  
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